
Overall Product 

Rating: Taste Test
Key Drivers of Performance

6

Princes Tropical Fruit Salad Fruit Pots Princes Ltd

CMR Ref: 210073 -6 Price: £1.35 Weight / Volume: 2 x 120g

Reviewer Ratings - Tried & Tested by People like you…

All Reviewers 3.29

Score out of 50

Average for the category: 31
Value for Money

36 Taste

Texture

55 Reviewers out of 5

Fans 3.93

Regular buyers of this type of product 28 Reviewers out of 5

Want to know more about the sales potential of this product?

Email foodfax@cambridgemr.com or call 01223 492050 for the full report on what drives consumer ratings.
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Convenient                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Great little fruit pots for lunches or picnics, my child enjoyed this very much. Only downside is not 

having a spoon or something enclosed.                                                                                                                    

The kids loved this product and a great way to get fruit into them.                                                                                                                                                                                            

22%

fruit did not look appetising but taste ok                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Quick easy healthier snack , would be great for lunchboxes and picnics   Nice amount of juice to fruit   

Just a shame a small wooden spoon wasn’t provided !                                                                                                 

Juicy  Tasty  Pretty packaging  Lots of fruit                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

29%

The taste, texture of the fruit was good. Not too soft not too crunchy. The aroma/smell of the fruit put 

me off but it actually tasted fine. Like that it was totally recyclable                                                                               

Fruit is hard and disappointing except for the pineapple. Loved the packaging tin and the foil lid                                                                                                                                                             

Expensive for a small pot of fruit                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

18%

Afraid we don’t like this type of product. I would buy free fruit over this. Tasted fake too which was a 

surprise. Not for us.                                                                                                                               
I was disappointed with the packaging, looks too similar to the tuna! It was a good idea but didn’t live 

up to expectations. Looks dull and artificial, fruit very sweet and artificial tasting                                                              
Good for lunch boxes, very sweet and very small pieces of fruit, would be cheaper to cut up your own 

fruit                                                                                                                                                     

9%

I didn't like the texture, seemed quite poor quality for a well known brand.                                                                                                                                                                                   

Mushy fruit and strange mix of fruits. Child did not like at all                                                                                                                                                                                               

The packaging looks like it should be for tinned fish. Fruit tasted bland to me, and I didn't find it 

pleasant to eat.                                                                                                                                         
* Reported verbatim as made by our reviewers

Ingredients Nutrition per 100 g/ml

Pineapple, Red Papaya, Yellow Papaya, Grape Juice (from 

Concentrate), Acidity Regulator: Citric Acid, Antioxidant: Ascorbic Acid
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51 0.1 0.1 12.4 12.4 0.9 0.5 0.01
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Daily Intake percentages are based on the requirements for an average female with no special dietary requirements and an assumed energy intake of 2000 kcal.

Organic Fairtrade Gluten Free

3% 0% 1% 5% 14% 4% 1% 0%

Vegetarian Vegan

Tried & Tested by people like you…
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